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ON INITIAL SEGMENT COMPLEXITY AND DEGREES OF RANDOMNESS JOSEPH S. MILLER AND LIANG YU



Abstract. One approach to understanding the fine structure of initial segment complexity was introduced by Downey, Hirschfeldt and LaForte. They define X ≤K Y to mean that (∀n) K(X  n) ≤ K(Y  n) + O(1). The equivalence classes under this relation are the K-degrees. We prove that if X ⊕ Y is 1-random, then X and Y have no upper bound in the K-degrees (hence, no join). We also prove that n-randomness is closed upward in the K-degrees. Our main tool is another structure intended to measure the degree of randomness of real numbers: the vL-degrees. Unlike the K-degrees, many basic properties of the vL-degrees are easy to prove. We show that X ≤K Y implies X ≤vL Y , so some results can be transferred. The reverse implication is proved to fail. The same analysis is also done for ≤C , the analogue of ≤K for plain Kolmogorov complexity. Two other interesting results are included. First, we prove that for any Z ∈ 2ω , a 1-random real computable from a 1-Z-random real is automatically 1-Z-random. Second, we give a plain Kolmogorov complexity characterization of 1-randomness. This characterization is related to our proof that X ≤C Y implies X ≤vL Y .



1. Introduction This paper is part of an ongoing project to understand the initial segment complexity of random real numbers (by which we mean elements of 2ω ). Several authors have investigated oscillations in the complexity of initial segments of 1-random (i.e., Martin-L¨ of random) reals, with respect to either plain or prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity (denoted by C and K, respectively). These include Martin-L¨of [18, 19], Chaitin [1, 3], Solovay [28] and van Lambalgen [29]. Our approach is different. While previous work focuses on describing the behavior of the initial segment complexity of a real number, we instead focus on interpreting that behavior. We argue that the initial segment complexity of X ∈ 2ω carries useful information about X. An obvious example is Schnorr’s theorem that X ∈ 2ω is 1-random iff (∀n) K(X  n) ≥ n − O(1). A more recent example is the fact that X ∈ 2ω is 2-random iff (∃∞ n) C(X  n) ≥ n − O(1) (see Miller [20]; Nies, Stephan and Terwijn [23]). These results raise obvious questions: can 1-randomness 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68Q30, 03D30, 03D28. The first author was partially supported by the Marsden Fund of New Zealand and by an NSF VIGRE postdoctoral fellowship at Indiana University. The second author was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from the New Zealand Institute for Mathematics and its Applications, NSF of China No.10471060 and No.10420130638, and by No.R-146-000-054-123 of Singapore: Computability Theory and Algorithmic Randomness. Both authors were supported by the Institute for Mathematical Sciences, National University of Singapore, during the Computational Aspects of Infinity program in 2005. 1
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be characterized in terms of initial segment C-complexity—a long elusive goal— or 2-randomness in terms of initial segment K-complexity? We will give positive answers to both questions. Many of our results will be stated in terms of the K-degrees, which were introduced by Downey, Hirschfeldt and LaForte [6, 7]. Write X ≤K Y if Y has higher initial segment prefix-free complexity than X (up to a constant). Formally, (∀n) K(X  n) ≤ K(Y  n) + O(1). The induced partial order is called the Kdegrees. Define the C-degrees in the same way. This brings us to the second major theme of this paper: degrees of randomness. What does it means to say that one real number is more random than another? Based on the intuition that higher complexity implies more randomness, one might think that X ≤K Y (or X ≤C Y ) means that Y is more random than X. We will provide some evidence supporting this view. Our effort to connect the properties of a real number to its initial segment complexity culminates in Corollary 7.5, which states that X ⊕ Z is 1-random iff (∀n) C(X  n) + K(Z  n) ≥ 2n − O(1). Thus, the initial segment C-complexity of X ∈ 2ω gives a complete accounting of the reals Z ∈ 2ω such that X ⊕ Z is 1-random. By symmetry, the same information is implicit in the initial segment K-complexity of X. We will see that the corollary says more, but first we introduce the vL-degrees. These are a slight variant of the LR-degrees, which were introduced by Nies [22]; see Section 3 for details. Write X ≤vL Y if (∀Z ∈ 2ω )[X ⊕ Z is 1-random =⇒ Y ⊕ Z is 1-random]. The induced partial order is called the van Lambalgen degrees (or vL-degrees) because the definition was motivated by a theorem of van Lambalgen (Theorem 3.1). These degrees offer an alternative way to gauge randomness, one based on the global properties of reals, not on their finite initial segments. Corollary 7.5 shows that X ≤C Y implies X ≤vL Y , and again by symmetry, that X ≤K Y implies X ≤vL Y . Because many properties of the vL-degrees are easily proved, this new structure is a useful tool in studying the K-degrees and C-degrees. For example, we will show that if X ≤vL Y and X is n-random (i.e., 1-random relative to ∅(n−1) ), then Y is also n-random. By the above implications, every real with higher initial segment complexity than an n-random real must also be nrandom. As promised, this supports the assertion that reals with higher K-degree (or C-degree) are more random. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the necessary concepts from Kolmogorov complexity and Martin-L¨of randomness. The van Lambalgen degrees are introduced in Section 3 and several basic properties are proved. Section 4 is a digression from the main topics of the paper; in it we prove that any 1-random real computable from a 1-Z-random real is automatically 1-Z-random. This follows easily from van Lambalgen’s theorem if Z ∈ 2ω has 1-random Turing degree, but the general case requires more work. In Section 5, we prove that X ≤K Y implies X ≤vL Y and derive several results about the K-degrees. As was observed above, this result follows from Corollary 7.5. But it is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1, which in turn is used in the proof of Corollary 7.5. Section 6 offers three results that contrast the K-degrees and the vL-degree. In particular, Proposition 6.2 shows that 1-random reals that differ by a computable permutation need not be K-equivalent (although they must be vL-equivalent), which demonstrates the essentially “local” nature of the K-degrees. The final section focuses on plain complexity. We prove
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that X ∈ 2ω is 1-random iff (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K(n) − P O(1). Alternately, X is 1-random iff for every computable g : ω → ω such that n∈ω 2−g(n) is finite, (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − g(n) − O(1). Finally, we prove Corollary 7.5 and derive several consequences for the C-degrees. We finish this section with a brief discussion of how our results fit in with the previous work on the K-degrees of 1-random reals. It follows from work of Solovay [28] that Chaitin’s halting probability Ω has a different K-degree than any arithmetically random real. Hence, there are at least two K-degrees. Yu, Ding and Downey [32] proved that µ{X ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y } = 0, for any Y ∈ 2ω . From this, they conclude that there are uncountably many 1-random K-degrees (an explicit construction of an antichain of size 2ℵ0 is give in [31]). An early goal of the present research was to calculate the measure of {Y ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y }. It must be noted that this measure depends on the choice of X ∈ 2ω . If X is computable, then it is K-below every real, hence µ{Y ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y } = 1. On the other hand, the result of Yu, Ding and Downey implies that µ{X ⊕ Y ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y } = 0. Hence, µ{Y ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y } = 0 for almost all X ∈ 2ω . Now by an easy complexity calculation, the measure is zero when X is (weakly) 2-random. In fact, it follows from Corollary 5.3 (ii) that 1-randomness is sufficient. It should be noted that this condition does not characterize 1-randomness; it is easy to construct a non-1-random real X ∈ 2ω for which µ{Y ∈ 2ω : X ≤K Y } = 0. Several results in this paper produce incomparable 1-random K-degrees, but none prove the existence of comparable 1-random K-degrees. That is done in a companion paper [21], where we prove that for any 1-random Y ∈ 2ω , there is a 1-random X ∈ 2ω such that X 
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forms. In particular, X ∈ 2ω is 1-Z-random iff (∀n) K Z (X  n) ≥ n − O(1). The following result relates K Z to unrelativized prefix-free complexity when Z ∈ 2ω is 1-random. Ample Excess Lemma. Let Z ∈ 2ω be 1-random. P n−K(Z  n) (i) < ∞. n∈ω 2 Z (ii) (∀n) K (n) ≤ K(Z  n) − n + O(1). Proof. (i) Note that, for any m ∈ ω, X X X X 2n−K(σ  n) = 2|τ |−K(τ ) σ∈2m n≤m



σ∈2m τ ≺σ



=



X



2m−|τ | 2|τ |−K(τ ) = 2m



τ ∈2≤m



X



2−K(τ ) ≤ 2m ,



τ ∈2≤m



where the last step is Kraft’s inequality. P Therefore, for any p ∈ ω, there are at most 2m /p strings σ ∈ 2m for which n≤m 2n−K(σ  n) > p. This implies that  P n−K(X  n) Gp = X ∈ 2ω : > p has measure at most 1/p. Thus {G2k }k∈ω — n∈ω 2 0 clearly a uniform sequence of test. Therefore, Z ∈ / G2k 1 classes—is a Martin-L¨ P of Σn−K(Z  n) for some k ∈ ω, and so n∈ω 2 ≤ 2k . b b (ii) Define K(n) = K(Z  n) − n. Note that {hn, ki : K(n) ≤ k} is computably b enumerable from Z. Hence by (i), K is an information content measure relative to Z. The result now follows from the minimality of K Z among such functions.  3. The van Lambalgen degrees When is a given 1-random real more random than another? The K-degrees attempt to answer this question using initial segment complexity. In this section, we propose a different approach—one based on the global behavior of real numbers, rather than their local structure. Our definition will be motivated by the following result. Theorem 3.1 (van Lambalgen [30]). If X, Y ∈ 2ω , then X ⊕ Y is 1-random iff X is 1-random and Y is 1-X-random. Nies [22] defined X ≥LR Y to mean (∀Z ∈ 2ω )[Z is 1-X-random =⇒ Z is 1-Y -random]. By Theorem 3.1, if X and Y are both 1-random, then X ≥LR Y iff X ⊕ Z is 1-random implies that Y ⊕ Z is 1-random, for all Z ∈ 2ω . Taking this partial characterization of ≥LR as a definition, we write X ≤vL Y iff (∀Z ∈ 2ω )[X ⊕ Z is 1-random =⇒ Y ⊕ Z is 1-random]. We call the equivalence classes induced by this relation the van Lambalgen degrees. The vL-degrees differ from the LR-degrees in two relatively minor ways: the least vL-degree contains exactly the non-1-random reals (part (ii) of Theorem 3.4), and on 1-random reals ≤vL is equivalent to ≥LR . Both changes make ≤vL more plausible as a measure of relative randomness. For the first, note that X ≡T Y implies X ≡LR Y , so every LR-degree contains non-1-random reals. On the other hand, the vL-degree of a 1-random real contains only 1-random reals. But why the reversal of the ordering on 1-random reals? We will see in Corollaries 5.2 and 7.6 that both ≤K and ≤C imply ≤vL . So the direction of the ordering is appropriate
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for our purposes and X ≤vL Y can reasonably be interpreted as saying that Y is more random than X. The fact that both initial segment notions refine the vL-degrees allows us to transfer facts about the vL-degrees to these other structures, which is useful because many basic properties of the vL-degrees are easy to prove from known results. In addition to Theorem 3.1, we will use the following two facts. Theorem 3.2 (Kuˇcera [11]). There is a 1-random real in every Turing degree ≥ 00 . Theorem 3.3 (Kuˇcera and Terwijn [12]). For every X ∈ 2ω , there is a W T X so that every 1-X-random real is 1-X ⊕ W -random. Theorem 3.4 (Basic properties of the vL-degrees). (i) If X ≤vL Y and X is n-random, then Y is n-random. (ii) The least vL-degree is 0vL = {X ∈ 2ω : X is not 1-random}. (iii) If X⊕Y is 1-random, then X and Y have no upper bound in the vL-degrees. (iv) If Y ≤T X and Y is 1-random, then X ≤vL Y .1 (v) There are 1-random reals X ≡vL Y but X  1. By Theorem 3.2, there is a 1-random real Z ≡T ∅(n−1) . Then X is n-random =⇒ X is 1-Z-random =⇒ X ⊕ Z is 1-random =⇒ Y ⊕ Z is 1-random =⇒ Y is 1-Z-random =⇒ Y is n-random. (ii) Clearly, if X is not 1-random then X ≤vL Y for any real Y . If X is 1-random, then X vL ∅, or else ∅ would be 1-random by part (i). Therefore, 0vL consists exactly of the non-1-random reals. (iii) Let X ⊕ Y be 1-random and assume, for a contradiction, that X, Y ≤vL Z. Because X ≤vL Z and X ⊕ Y is 1-random, Z ⊕ Y is 1-random too. Therefore, Y ⊕ Z is 1-random. But Y ≤vL Z, so Z ⊕ Z must also be 1-random, which is a contradiction. (iv) Assume that Y ≤T X and Y is 1-random. For any Z ∈ 2ω , X ⊕ Z is 1-random =⇒ Z is 1-X-random =⇒ Z is 1-Y -random =⇒ Y ⊕ Z is 1-random. Therefore, X ≤vL Y . (v) Pick any 1-random real X ≥T ∅0 (e.g., the halting probability Ω; see below). By Theorem 3.3, there is a W T X such that every 1-X-random real is 1-X ⊕ W random. Take a 1-random real Y ≡T X ⊕ W ; this is guaranteed to exist by Theorem 3.2. So X 
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Proof. (i) Immediate from part (iii) of Theorem 3.4. (ii) By part (iii) of Theorem 3.4, X |vL Y . By part (iv) of the same theorem, X ⊕ Y ≤vL X, Y . Therefore, X ⊕ Y 


Ω is the least ∆02 1-random real in the vL-degrees. For n > 1, an n-random and a ∆0n 1-random have no ≤vL upper bound. (m) ∅(n) If m 6= n, and Ω∅ have no upper bound in the vL-degrees. L then Ω If Ω = n∈ω Ωn , then {Ωn }n∈ω is a vL-antichain of ∆02 1-random reals (and again, no two have an upper bound in the vL-degrees).



Proof. (i) follows from part (iv) of Theorem 3.4 and the fact that Ω ≡T ∅0 . For (ii), assume that X ∈ 2ω is a ∆0n 1-random real. If Y ∈ 2ω is n-random, then Y is 1-X-random. Now apply Theorem 3.4 (iii). In (iii), we can assume that m > n. (n) (m) Note that Ω∅ is a ∆0n+1 1-random real and that Ω∅ is (n + 1)-random. So, (ii) implies (iii). Finally, (iv) follows from Theorem 3.4 (iii). 
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4. Digression: the Turing degrees of 1-Z-random reals The point of departure for this section is the observation that Theorem 3.4 has a simple but surprising consequence that is of interest independent from the study of degrees of randomness. Corollary 4.1. If X is n-random and Y ≤T X is 1-random, then Y is n-random. Proof. Immediate from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 3.4.







This result is relatively counterintuitive; it seems to say that it is possible to ensure a high degree of randomness by bounding the Turing degree of a 1-random real from above. Corollary 4.1 has a parallel in the context of genericity: if X is n-generic and Y ≤T X is 2-generic, then Y is n-generic.2 The fact that it is not sufficient to assume that Y is 1-generic is the subject of a recent paper of Csima, Downey, Greenberg, Hirschfeldt, and Miller [4]. Note that Nies, Stephan and Terwijn [23, Theorem 3.10] showed that a set A is 2-random iff A is 1-random and low for Ω (i.e., Ω is 1-A-random). From this result—a consequence of van Lambalgen’s theorem—and the fact that the low for Ω sets are obviously closed downwards under Turing reducibility, Corollary 4.1 can be concluded for n = 2. We wish to generalize the corollary from n-randomness to 1-Z-randomness for an arbitrary Z ∈ 2ω . It is easy to prove this generalization if Z has 1-random Turing degree; it follows from essentially the same argument that we used in the proof of Theorem 3.4. In particular, assume that X is 1-Z-random and that Y ≤T X is 1-random. Furthermore, assume (without loss of generality) that Z is 1-random. Then Z is 1-X-random, by van Lambalgen’s theorem. So Z is 1-Y -random, which implies that Y is 1-Z-random, completing the argument. A somewhat more complicated proof is necessary to remove the requirement that Z has 1-random degree.3 Lemma 4.2. If X ∈ 2ω is 1-random, then −n+c (∀e)(∃c)(∀n) µ{A ∈ 2ω : ϕA . e  n = X  n} ≤ 2



Proof. Fix an index e. Uniformly define a family {Hσ }σ∈2


b ≥T Z such that X if X is a 1-Z-random real, for some Z ∈ 2ω , then there is a 1-random real Z b is 1-Z-random. Although this would solve our problem, it is not true in general. For a counterexample, take X = Ω and let Z be any non-computable ∆02 low for random real; i.e., a real such that every 1-random real is 1-Z-random. These were first constructed in [12]. By b ∈ 2ω such that Ω is 1-Z-random; b definition, Ω is 1-Z-random. Now take any 1-random real Z we b T Z. By van Lambalgen’s theorem, Zb is 1-Ω-random. But Ω ≡T ∅0 , so Zb is will prove that Z 0 2-random. Fix e ∈ ω and consider the class G = {A ∈ 2ω : ϕA e = Z}. Because Z is a ∆2 set, it is the limit of a computable sequence {Zs }s∈ω of finite sets. Thus G = {A ∈ 2ω : (∀n)(∀t)(∃s ≥ t) ϕA e,s  n = Zs  n}, so G is a Π02 class. A result of Sacks [25] states that µ{A ∈ 2ω : A ≥T Z} = 0 because Z is not computable. Hence, µG = 0. Kurtz [13] observed that no 2-random real is contained in a measure b b zero Π02 class, so ϕZ e 6= Z. But the choice of e was arbitrary, proving that Z T Z.
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Hσ ∩ Hτ = ∅. Now for each i ∈ ω, define Fi = {σ ∈ 2 2−|σ|+i }. Note that the sets Fi ⊆ 2 2−i . For distinct σ, τ ∈ D, we have Hσ ∩ Hτ = ∅. Therefore, X µ{A ∈ 2ω : (∃σ ∈ D) ϕA µHσ e  |σ| = σ} = σ∈D



>



X



−|σ|+i



2



= 2i



σ∈D



X



2−|σ| = 2i µ[D] > 2i 2−i = 1.



σ∈D



This is a contradiction, so µGi ≤ 2−i . Therefore, {Gi }i∈ω is a Martin-L¨of test. Now let X ∈ 2ω be 1-random. Then X ∈ / Gc for some c. In other words, −n+c (∀n) µ{A ∈ 2ω : ϕA , e  n = X  n} ≤ 2



which completes the proof.







Theorem 4.3. For every Z ∈ 2ω , every 1-random real Turing reducible to a 1-Zrandom real is also 1-Z-random. Proof. Take X, Y ∈ 2ω such that X is 1-random and X ≤T Y . Fix an index e such that X = ϕYe and let c be the constant guaranteed by the previous lemma for this choice of X and e. Now uniformly enumerate, for every σ ∈ 2


P Note that each Fσ is prefix-free, hence µ[Fσ ] = τ ∈Fσ 2−|τ | . Furthermore, it is clear that [FX  n ] = {A ∈ 2ω : ϕA e  n = X  n}, for every n. This is because, by our choice of c, condition (1) does not prevent the addition of any strings to FX  n . Now consider Z ∈ 2ω such that X is not 1-Z-random. Our goal is to prove that Y is also not 1-Z-random. As usual, let K Z denote prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity relative to Z. For each i ∈ ω, define a Σ01 [Z] class [ Gi = [Fσ ]. K Z (σ)≤|σ|−c−i



Then µGi ≤



X K Z (σ)≤|σ|−c−i



µ[Fσ ] ≤



X K Z (σ)≤|σ|−c−i



2−|σ|+c ≤



X



2−K



Z



(σ)−i



≤ 2−i .



σ∈2


Therefore, {Gi }i∈ω is a Martin-L¨of test relative to Z. Because X is not 1-Z-random, for each i ∈ ω there is a n such that K Z (X  n) ≤ n − c − i. But then Y ∈ {A ∈ 2ω : ϕA e  n = X  n} = [FX  n ] ⊆ Gi . This is true for all i, so Y is not 1-Zrandom. 
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5. Prefix-free complexity and the K-degrees What properties of X ∈ 2ω are implicit in the prefix-free complexity of its initial segments? We begin this section with a partial answer to this question; we show that the initial segment complexity of X determines, for any Z ∈ 2ω , whether X ⊕Z is 1random. This proves that X ≤K Y implies X ≤vL Y , so the results of the previous sections have consequences in the K-degrees. For example, Corollary 5.3 (i) implies that the prefix-free complexity of the initial segments of X determine whether of not X is n-random. For the statement of the main theorem, recall that we use strings of length n to represent the numbers between 2n − 1 and 2n+1 − 2. We also need some additional b to be notation for the proof of the theorem. Define X ⊕Z hz0 , x0 , z1 , x1 , x2 , z2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , z3 , . . . . . . , zn , x2n −1 , . . . , x2n+1 −2 , zn+1 , . . . . . . i, where X = hx0 , x1 , x2 , . . .i and Z = hz0 , z1 , z2 , . . .i. It is easy to see that the class b of 1-random reals is closed under computable permutations of ω. Therefore, X ⊕Z b ≡vL X ⊕ Z. We can also define is 1-random iff X ⊕ Z is 1-random. In fact, X ⊕Z b for strings σ, τ ∈ 2
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(i) If X ≤K Y and X is n-random, then Y is n-random. (ii) If X ⊕ Y is 1-random, then X |K Y and X and Y have no upper bound in the K-degrees. Therefore, there is no join in the K-degrees. (m) ∅(n) (iii) If m 6= n, and Ω∅ have no upper bound in the K-degrees. Lthen Ω 0 (iv) If Ω = Ω , then {Ω } n n∈ω is a K-antichain of ∆2 1-random reals n∈ω n (and again, no two have an upper bound in the K-degrees). R. Rettinger has independently announced the first part of (ii): that if X ⊕ Y is 1-random, then X |K Y . Part (iii) of the corollary extends a result of Yu, Ding and Downey (with Denis Hirschfeldt) [32]; they proved that if p < q, then (q) (p) Ω∅ K Ω∅ . Other connections to [32] were discussed in the introduction. Part (i) of Corollary 5.3 implies that n-randomness has a characterization in terms of initial segment K-complexity, although not necessarily an elegant one. As an example, we give an explicit characterization of 2-randomness. By van Lambalgen’s theorem X ⊕ Ω is 1-random iff X is 1-Ω-random. But Ω ≡T ∅0 , so X ⊕ Ω is 1-random iff X is 2-random. Hence, by Theorem 5.1: Corollary 5.4. X is 2-random iff (∀n) K(X (Ω  n)) ≥ Ω  n + n − O(1). 6. Contrasting the K-degrees and vL-degrees The connection between the K-degrees and the vL-degrees has proved useful in understanding the K-degrees, but it provides only part of the picture. In this section, we prove three results that contrast ≤K and ≤vL . One consequence will be that ≤vL does not, in general, imply ≤K , even for ∆02 1-random reals. By Corollary 3.6, Ω is vL-below every other ∆02 1-random real. On the other hand, our first result implies that Ω K Ω0 , where Ω = Ω0 ⊕Ω1 . Furthermore, Proposition 6.2 gives us a ∆02 1-random real X ∈ 2ω such that X and Ω have no upper bound in the K-degrees. Once again, recall that the string σ ∈ 2
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unknown bits. Thus K(X ⊕ Y  2|σ|) ≤ K(X ⊕ Y  |σ|) + |σ| − |σ2 | + O(1) ≤ |σ| + 2 log n + |σ| − n + O(1) = 2|σ| + 2 log n − n + O(1). Again, the constant does not depend on n. Because n is arbitrary, X ⊕ Y is not 1-random. This contradicts our hypothesis, proving that X ⊕ Y 6
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K(τ ) ≤ an + Z  2an + K(n) + c is bounded by 2an +Z  2an −k+O(1) , where k = (an + Z  2an + K(an + Z  2an )) − (an + Z  2an + K(n) + c) = K(Z  2an ) − K(n) − O(1) ≥ 2an − K(n) − O(1). Therefore, the number of such τ is bounded by 2Z  2an +K(n)−an +d , for some d ∈ ω that is again independent of n. We will now show that K(X (an + 22an +1 + Z  2an )) ≤ an + 22an +1 + Z  2an − (an − 2K(n)) + O(1), where the constant is independent of n. Because limn→∞ an − 2K(n) = ∞, this proves that X is not 1-random. We may assume that the universal machine U was chosen so that for every σ ∈ 2






The final result of this section is less elegant than the previous results, but it is also more general. Proposition 6.3. For any finite collection X0 , . . . , Xk of 1-random reals, there is another 1-random real Y ≤T X0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xk ⊕ ∅0 such that, for every i ≤ k, Y and Xi have no upper bound in the K-degrees. Proof. Let R = {Z ∈ 2ω : (∀n) K(Z  n) ≥ n} and note that µR ≥ 1/2. We define two predicates: A(τ, p) ⇐⇒ µ{Z  τ : Z ∈ / R} > p   (∃n < |σ|) K(σ  n) > K(τ  n) + s and B(σ, s) ⇐⇒ (∀i ≤ k)(∀τ ∈ 2|σ| ) , ∨ (∃n < |σ|) K(Xi  n) > K(τ  n) + s where σ, τ ∈ 2 p. We construct Y = s∈ω σs by finite initial segments σs ∈ 2 0. This ensures that Y ∈ R
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because R is closed. Therefore, Y is 1-random. Finally, the construction will be done relative to the oracle X0 ⊕· · ·⊕Xk ⊕∅0 to guarantee that Y ≤T X0 ⊕· · ·⊕Xk ⊕∅0 . Stage s = 0: Let σ0 = ∅. Note that µ({Z ∈ 2ω : Z  σ0 } ∩ R) = µR ≥ 1/2 > 0, so the inductive assumption holds for the base case. Stage s + 1: We have constructed σs such that µ({Z ∈ 2ω : Z  σs } ∩ R) > 0. Using the oracle X0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xk ⊕ ∅0 , search for τ  σs and p ∈ Q such that B(τ, s), p < 2−|τ | and ¬A(τ, p). If these are found, then set σs+1 = τ and note that it satisfies our requirements. In particular, µ({Z ∈ 2ω : Z  σs+1 } ∩ R) ≥ 2−|σs+1 | − p > 0. All that remains is to verify that the search succeeds. We know by Corollary 5.3 (ii) that if G = {Z ∈ 2ω : (∀i ≤ k) Xi and Z have no upper bound in the K-degrees}, then µG = 1. Therefore, µ(G ∩ [σs ] ∩ R) > 0. There is a Z ∈ G ∩ [σs ] ∩ R such that µ([Z  n] ∩ R) > 0, for all n ∈ ω. Otherwise, G ∩ [σs ] ∩ R could be covered with a countable collection of measure zero sets. Because Z ∈ G, there is an n > |σs | such that B(Z  n, s). Letting τ = Z  n ensures that τ  σs , B(τ, s) and µ([τ ] ∩ R) > 0. The last condition implies that there is a rational p < 2−|τ | such that ¬A(τ, p). This completes the construction.  7. Plain complexity and randomness It turns out that much of the information implicit in the prefix-free complexity of the initial segments of a real can also be determined from the plain complexity of those initial segments. There is substance to this claim; it was not even known that 1-randomness can be characterized in terms of initial segment C-complexity. In Theorem 7.1 we give such characterizations. We prove that X ∈ 2ω is 1-random iff (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K(n) − O(1). Although this is a natural equivalence, it falls somewhat short of giving a plain Kolmogorov complexity characterization of 1-randomness. A somewhat more satisfying solution to that problem is also provided P by Theorem 7.1: X is 1-random iff for every computable g : ω → ω such that n∈ω 2−g(n) is finite, (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − g(n) − O(1). Combining Theorems 5.1 and 7.1, we prove that ≤C implies ≤vL . One consequences is that n-randomness is a C-degree invariant for every n ∈ ω. As was mentioned in the introduction, 2-randomness is already known to have a C-complexity characterization [20, 23]: X is 2-random iff (∃∞ n) C(X  n) ≥ n − O(1). [28, section V] constructed a computable function h : ω → ω such that P Solovay −h(n) 2 ≤ ∞ but (∃∞ n) h(n) ≤ K(n) + O(1). We use a specific example of n∈ω such a function in this section. Define a computable function G : ω → ω by ( Ks+1 (t), if n = 2hs,ti and Ks+1 (t) 6= Ks (t) G(n) = n, otherwise. P P P P P Note that n∈ω 2−G(n) ≤ n∈ω 2−n + t∈ω m≥K(t) 2−m = 2 + 2 t∈ω 2−K(t) < ∞. We show that either n − K(n) or n − G(n) can be taken as the cutoff between the initial segment plain complexity of 1-random and non-1-random reals. Theorem 7.1. For X ∈ 2ω , the following are equivalent: (i) X is 1-random. (ii) (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K(n) − O(1).
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(iii) (∀n)  n) ≥ n − g(n) − O(1), for every computable g : ω → ω such that P C(X −g(n) 2 is finite. n∈ω (iv) (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − G(n) − O(1). Condition (ii) of Theorem 7.1 is similar to a characterization that G´acs [9] gave of 1-randomness in terms of length conditional Kolmogorov complexity. He proved that X ∈ 2ω is 1-random iff (∀n) C(X  n | n) ≥ n−K(n)−O(1), where C(X  n | n) denotes the Kolmogorov complexity of X  n given n (see [17] for a definition). Because C(X  n) ≥ C(X  n | n) − O(1), for all X ∈ 2ω and n ∈ ω, G´acs’ condition implies condition (ii) of the theorem. Therefore, the G´acs characterization proves that (i) implies (ii). We give another proof of this implication below. First, we prove the most difficult part of Theorem 7.1. Lemma 7.2. If (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − G(n) − O(1), then X ∈ 2ω is 1-random. Proof. By Lemma 2.3 (ii), there a c ∈ ω such that |{τ ∈ 2t : K(τ ) ≤ t − k}| ≤ 2t−K(t)−k+c , for all t, k ∈ ω. We construct a partial computable (non-prefix-free) function M : 2


Therefore, if (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n−G(n)−O(1), then X is 1-random. This completes the proof.  Proof of Theorem 7.1. (i) =⇒ (ii): Define Ik = {X ∈ 2ω : (∃n) C(X  n) < n − K(n) − k}. As usual, let Ks and Cs denote the approximations to K and C at stage s. Then (∃n)(∃s) Cs (X  n) + Ks (n) < n − k iff X ∈ Ik . Therefore, Ik is a Σ01 class.
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Fewer than 2n−K(n)−k V -programs have length less than n − K(n) − k, so |{σ ∈ 2n : C(σ) < n − K(n) − k}| ≤ 2n−K(n)−k . Therefore, X µIk ≤ µ{X ∈ 2ω : C(X  n) < n − K(n) − k} n∈ω



≤



X



2−n 2n−K(n)−k = 2−k



n∈ω



X



2−K(n) ≤ 2−k .



n∈ω



So, {Ik }k∈ω is a Martin-L¨ of test. If X is 1-random, then X ∈ / Ik for large enough k. In other words, (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K(n) − k. P (ii) =⇒ (iii): Let g : ω → ω be a computable function such that n∈ω 2−g(n) < ∞. By the minimality of K as an information content measure, (∀n) K(n) ≤ g(n) + O(1). Therefore, if (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K(n) − O(1), then (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − g(n) − O(1). P (iii) =⇒ (iv) is immediate because G is computable and n∈ω 2−G(n) is finite. Finally, (iv) =⇒ (i) was proved in Lemma 7.2.  As with K-complexity, the C-complexity of the initial segments of a real determines its vL-degree. This is a consequence of the following result. Theorem 7.3. Assume that Z ∈ 2ω is 1-random. The following are equivalent: (i) X is 1-Z-random. (ii) (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K Z (n) − O(1). (iii) (∀n) C(X  n) + K(Z  n) ≥ 2n − O(1). The following lemma is folklore (see [17, page 138]). Lemma 7.4. For any real X ∈ 2ω , (∀n) C(X (X  n)) ≤ X  n − n + O(1). Proof of Theorem 7.3. (i) =⇒ (ii): Suppose that Z is 1-random. If X is 1-Zrandom, then by relativizing Theorem 7.1, (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ C Z (X  n) − O(1) ≥ n − K Z (n) − O(1). (ii) =⇒ (iii): Since Z is 1-random, the ample excess lemma gives K Z (n) ≤ K(Z  n) − n + O(1), for all n ∈ ω. So (∀n) C(X  n) ≥ n − K Z (n) − O(1) ≥ 2n − K(Z  n) − O(1). (iii) =⇒ (i): By Lemma 7.4, (∀n) K(Z (X  n)) ≥ 2 · X  n − C(X (X  n)) − O(1) ≥ 2 · X  n − X  n + n − O(1) ≥ X  n + n − O(1). By Theorem 5.1, Z ⊕ X is 1-random. So, by Theorem 3.1, X is 1-Z-random.  Note that assuming (iii), we have K(Z  n) ≥ 2n − C(X  n) − O(1) ≥ n − O(1) for all n ∈ ω, so Z is 1-random. This gives us a cleaner way of expressing the equivalence of (i) and (iii). Corollary 7.5. X ⊕ Z is 1-random iff (∀n) C(X  n) + K(Z  n) ≥ 2n − O(1). An immediate consequence that the C-degrees refine the vL-degrees. Corollary 7.6. X ≤C Y =⇒ X ≤vL Y . Therefore, the conclusions of Corollary 5.3 hold for the C-degrees as well. Corollary 7.7. (i) If X ≤C Y and X is n-random, then Y is n-random.
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